
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 15 December 2023 

Year 7 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Anointed A for an imporved determination to succeed. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Thomas B for determination to succeed during their English lessons. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Logan B for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-working, 
inquistive and polite - well done. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Harvey B for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-working, 
inquistive and polite - well done. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Mirella B for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-
working, inquistive and polite - well done. 

Miss J Walker would like to appreciate Aaiden B for fantastic effort and focus in Spanish. Well done. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Max C for determination to succeed during their English lessons. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Jacob C for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-working, 
inquistive and polite - well done. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Kieron C for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-working, 
inquistive and polite - well done. 

Miss J Walker would like to appreciate Arathi C for fantastic effort and focus in Spanish. Well done. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Nicole C for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-working, 
inquistive and polite - well done. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Mikey C for getting his first golden ticket in History this year and showing 
a massive improvement with this writing. Keep it up, Mikey. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Joseph C for being extremely helpful and showing integrity. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Bonnie C for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-working, 
inquistive and polite - well done. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Devika D for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-working, 
inquistive and polite - well done. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Olivia F for determination to succeed during their English lessons. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Kornelia G for determination to succeed during their English lessons. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Ava H for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-working, 
inquistive and polite - well done. 

Miss J Walker would like to appreciate Jesse-James H for fantastic effort and focus in Spanish. Well done. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Ruby-Rose H for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-
working, inquistive and polite - well done. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Leighton H for determination to succeed during their English lessons. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Harper L for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Harvey L for determination to succeed during their English lessons. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Thomas M for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-
working, inquistive and polite - well done. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Jaynie M for determination to succeed during their English lessons. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Joseph M for being extremely helpful and showing integrity. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Joseph M for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-
working, inquistive and polite - well done. 



 

 

 

 

 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Alexander M for being extremely helpful and showing integrity. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Kyle M for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-working, 
inquistive and polite - well done. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Dean O for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-working, 
inquistive and polite - well done. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Hannah O for determination to succeed during their English lessons. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Tom P for determination to succeed during their English lessons. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Himashi P for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-
working, inquistive and polite - well done. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Owen Q for determination to succeed during their English lessons. 

Miss J Walker would like to appreciate Lily-Rose R for fantastic effort and focus in Spanish. Well done. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Riley R for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Marshall S for determination to succeed during their English lessons. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Joseph S for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-working, 
inquistive and polite - well done. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Alfie S for determination to succeed during their English lessons. 

Miss C Gregory would like to appreciate Harry S for showing determination in all his written work, hand writing is 
improving. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Amelia-Leigh S for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-
working, inquistive and polite - well done. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Hannah T for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-
working, inquistive and polite - well done. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Nicholas W for being extremely helpful and showing integrity. 

Mrs K Byrne would like to appreciate Nicholas W for being such a wondefrul class to teach - determined, hard-
working, inquistive and polite - well done. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 15 December 2023 

Year 8 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Oluwadara A for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Jamie A for always showing integrity and determination to succeed in 
English. 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Harriot C for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Heidi C for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Heidi C for always helping in History and showing determination with work 
every single lesson. 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Sophie C for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 

Miss J Walker would like to appreciate Ben C for fantastic focus in Spanish. Well done. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Bentley C for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Thomas D for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Aidan F for always showing integrity and determination to succeed in 
English. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Cole F for always helping in History and showing determination with work 
every single lesson. 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Millie F for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Shay F for always helping in History and showing determination with work 
every single lesson. 

Miss J Walker would like to appreciate Neha G for fantastic focus in French. Well done. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Jacob G for always helping in History and showing determination with 
work every single lesson. 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Emmy G for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Willow H for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Ethan H for always showing integrity and determination to succeed in 
English. 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Olivia-Lea H for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Aron K for showing real integrity and respect for our academy by help to 
pick up rubbish. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Aron K for always showing integrity and determination to succeed in 
English. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate James L for always showing integrity and determination to succeed in 
English. 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Lillianne M for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 

Miss J Walker would like to appreciate Alfie M for fantastic focus in Spanish. Well done. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Daniel M for always showing integrity and determination to succeed in 
English. 

Miss J Walker would like to appreciate Holly M for fantastic focus in Spanish. Well done. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Grace M for always showing integrity and determination to succeed in 
English. 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Emanuela M for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 



 

 

 

 

 

Miss J Walker would like to appreciate Oliver O for fantastic focus in French. Well done. 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Esther O for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Reham R for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 

Miss J Walker would like to appreciate Rylan R for fantastic focus in Spanish. Well done. 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Lilli R for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 

Miss J Walker would like to appreciate Jake S for fantastic focus in French. Well done. 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Eva S for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Barakat S for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 

Miss J Walker would like to appreciate Holly T for fantastic focus in Spanish. Well done. 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Carina V for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Alysha W for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 

Mrs D Whittle would like to appreciate Liliana Z for amazing determination in Gymnastics. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 15 December 2023 

Year 9 

Miss J Walker would like to appreciate Lewis B for fantastic focus in Spanish. Well done. 

Miss J Walker would like to appreciate Sabrina C for fantastic focus in Spanish. Well done. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Honey C for showing determination and a high level of work in all History 
lessons. 

Miss J Walker would like to appreciate Honey C for fantastic focus in Spanish. Well done. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Elise F for showing determination and a high level of work in all History 
lessons. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Poppy Mai F for determination to succeed with her English, Purple Hibiscus 
work. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Poppy Mai F for amazing inferences during her Purple Hibiscus lessons. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Mostafa I for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Adam J for showing determination and a high level of work in all History 
lessons. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Maisie M for showing determination and a high level of work in all History 
lessons. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Emily R for showing determination and a high level of work in all History 
lessons. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Janu S for showing determination and a high level of work in all History 
lessons. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Zuzanna W for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 15 December 2023 

Year 10 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Casey B for determination to succeed in their Macbeth analysis responses. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Riley H for determination to succeed in their Macbeth analysis responses. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Charlie H for determination to succeed in their Macbeth analysis responses. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Lucy Jo J for determination to succeed in their Macbeth analysis responses. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Sandra K for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Charles M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Renat R for determination to succeed in their Macbeth analysis responses. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Crystal R for being extremely helpful and showing integrity. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Katie S for determination to succeed in their Macbeth analysis responses. 

Miss A Mellard would like to appreciate Miles Y for determination to succeed in their Macbeth analysis responses. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 15 December 2023 

Year 11 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Lewis A for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Harry J for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Alexis M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss S Foley would like to appreciate Ava M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss S Ambrose would like to appreciate Ellie R for trying her hardest to be in all History lessons and producing 
good work this week. 

 


